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Authentication server (AS)

Phase I

INTRODUCTION
In a wireless network, a lack of a defined geo-
graphical border makes the network subject to
attacks from enemies outside the area of control
of the administrator of the network. To meet
this problem, modern wireless communication
standards include security functions directly in
the medium access control (MAC) layer. Mobili-
ty introduces new challenges, because users
roam across networks that are managed by dif-
ferent entities, and the same local area network
(LAN) could be composed of clients not trusted
by each other. Then, security protocols in the
MAC layer also must be as resistant as possible
to attacks coming from inside of the network.

To manage access control at the MAC layer,

standards such as WiFi (IEEE 802.11i; see [1])
and WiMax (IEEE 802.16e; see [2]) introduced
the IEEE 802.1X [3] model that guarantees a
high robustness and manageability to the net-
work. However, the IEEE 802.1X authentication
phase introduces long delays and does not scale
well in mobile networks, where clients often per-
form handoffs between different access points
and must re-authenticate on each handoff.

Both WiFi and WiMax have an ad hoc/mesh
mode of use. WiFi ad hoc networks are the most
widely used today, but there also are great expec-
tations for WiMax for mesh mode (see [4]). If
applied to mobile ad hoc networks (MANET),
IEEE 802.1X affects the handover phase even
more, because authentication must be performed
over a multihop path with long delays.

In this article, we give an overview of the
IEEE 802.1X security protocol, focus on its appli-
cation to mobile ad hoc networks, and approach
the problem of secure handovers. We describe
common problems that must be faced when
designing security re-authentication protocols,
with special attention to issues related to ad hoc
networks. We outline guidelines for a developer
to produce protocols that offer a secure design.
Lastly, we introduce an example of a scheme for
re-authentication in ad hoc IEEE 802.1X net-
works that was designed and implemented and
has demonstrated good performance results,
while maintaining a high level of security.

SECURITY PARADIGM OF
IEEE 802.1X NETWORKS

In this section, we describe the IEEE 802.1X
standard, introduce its terminology, and illus-
trate how it has been applied to IEEE 802.11i.
We also describe how this model was imported
into IEEE 802.16e and the difficulties of using it
in a MANET due to the loss of performance it
produces.

IEEE 802.1X specifies the following three
roles for agents that are involved in an authenti-
cation process:
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• Supplicant: the terminal entering the network
that must be authenticated; we abbreviate
supplicant as a generic station.

• Authenticator (Au): the terminal that is directly
connected with the supplicant and that acts as
a proxy to the authentication server; in IEEE
802.11 networks, it is the access point.

• Authentication server (AS): the database con-
taining the credentials for all the users; it
must be reachable by the authenticator.
IEEE 802.1X also defines how to envelop the

Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) into
802 frames, with an EAP over LAN protocol.
EAP (see [5]) is a protocol for transporting
authentication methods; it offers a framework in
which many different authentication methods —
certificate-based Extensible Authentication Pro-
tocol Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS [6])
or password-based Microsoft Challenge-Hand-
shake Authentication Protocol (EAP-MS-
CHAP) — can be used. Using EAP improves
extendibility and does not limit the standard to a
specific method.

To better clarify the structure of IEEE
802.1X, we introduce another concept: a security
association (SA) is a set of policies, algorithms,
and keying material used to protect the commu-
nication. For the sake of simplicity, we use the
terminology used by IEEE 802.11i in infra-
structure networks to describe keys and SA.

Whenever a new station enters the network,
it starts an authentication phase with an access
point with which it enters in contact. However,
as a matter of fact, the access point is acting as a
proxy to the AS of the network — tunneling
EAP messages between the two endpoints — so
that IEEE 802.1X authentication is performed
between supplicant and authentication server.
An SA called pairwise master key SA (PMKSA)
is generated between these two endpoints; it
contains a key named PMK. Another key is gen-
erated from the first handshake, called extended
master session key (EMSK), that currently is
unused.

After the authentication phase, the authenti-
cation server moves the PMK into the authenti-
cator. This is possible if the authentication server
and the authenticator share a secure channel to
move the key. IEEE 802.11i states that a back-
end protocol such as remote authentication dial
in user service (RADIUS) [7] must be used to
perform this exchange. RADIUS uses a shared
secret to cipher and authenticate the communi-
cations between the authenticator and the
authentication server.

Then, another phase starts in which supplicant
and authenticator perform the so-called four-way
handshake that is required to derive a new SA
called pairwise transient key (PTKSA). This SA
includes the PTK that is finally used to cipher and
authenticate traffic. This mechanism is described
in Fig. 1. It is important to understand that when
a supplicant has obtained a PMKSA, it is allowed
to enter the network but still cannot send traffic.
Traffic encryption is a link layer procedure, so it
can be performed only after it also has obtained
PTKSA from the access point.

When a station moves from one access point
to another (i.e., performs a handover), it never
really leaves the network, so it is correct to state

that only a PTKSA must be renewed, while a
PMKSA can be maintained. The problem that
must be faced is how to transmit to the second
authenticator the PMK to negotiate a new
PTKSA. It must be noted that although the gen-
eration of a PTKSA involves two machines that
are only one hop away, renewal of a PMKSA
(re-authentication) requires a time consuming
multihop handshake. If the supplicant must
repeat the generation of a new PMKSA every
time it performs a handover, that handshake can
introduce significant delay. We note that IEEE
802.1X defines a framework that can be used to
perform access control, but leaves unsolved the
problem of how to move credentials from one
authenticator to another to avoid the repetition
of the entire user-authentication phase. This
problem is approached differently in each imple-
mentation of IEEE 802.1X, but there is room for
much improvement, especially in mobile ad hoc
networks.

In IEEE 802.11i ad hoc mode, every node of
the network plays the role of supplicant when it
enters the network, but afterwards it should be
able to play the role of authenticator for other
nodes. This condition raises several problems.
First, it is not clear if the node should be in pos-
session of a RADIUS key that it will use after it
becomes an authenticator. We can imagine that
every node will be equipped with a different pre-
shared key before network entrance, or the key
might be derived from the first phase of Fig. 1,
for example, from EMSK. Secondly, because the
path from the authenticator to the authentication
server might be several hops long, EAP authenti-
cation should not be repeated, or it could intro-
duce intolerable delays (for example, the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) authentication
requires at least an eight-way exchange between
supplicant and authentication server that might
take several seconds). The standard defines a pre-
authentication procedure, in which a supplicant
can pre-authenticate with a different access point
through the one with which it is currently associ-
ated. This implicitly assumes that a supplicant
knows where it will roam and what access point it
will find along its path, and it is difficult to use in
a more dynamic scenario, such as a MANET.

A similar situation can be found in IEEE
802.16e networks. Amendment e introduces
mobility and security enhancements to the first
version of the standard; the base station behaves
as an authenticator between the mobile station
and a centralized database of authentication cre-
dentials. EAP can be used for authentication
and generation of SA, but without explicitly
mentioning IEEE 802.1X, EAP packets are
encapsulated in layer II frames from and to the
base station. At the network entrance, user
authentication is performed with a certificate-
based method (it might be EAP-TLS or a cus-
tom defined one). After user authentication, the
new client receives a key, which in mesh mode is
called operator shared secret (OSS). This key
plays the same role as the PMK key for IEEE
802.11i but with a huge difference: it is the same
for all the nodes in the network. After the recep-
tion of the OSS, a procedure to derive link keys
follows that plays the same role of a four-way
handshake in Fig. 1.
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A handshake called neighbor link establish-
ment is used by the mobile stations to perform
roaming in mesh mode. When a node roams,
it performs the handshake with the next target
authenticator to verify that both stations own
the OSS. An in-depth analysis of the neighbor
link establishment can be found in [8], show-
ing that  the handshake i tself  is  not  wel l
designed from a security point of view. Apart
from implementation details, we note that the
handshake is an attempt to substitute EAP
authentication with a single-hop exchange, but
it is based on the assumption that every node
shares the same key. This introduces great
difficulties in key refresh (how is the same key
refreshed for all the nodes at the same time
and if  the refresh is  not performed at  the
same time, how is cryptographic synchroniza-
tion retained between nodes?) so that it is
unlikely that this model will ever be used in a
MANET. More l ikely ,  a  more secure
approach, with a distinct key for each node
will be introduced.

APPROACHES IN LITERATURE
The problem of a secure, fast handover is well
know for ad hoc networks. As seen, it has been
partly addressed in the standards but in real
applications, it is still an open issue. There is lit-
tle literature on the topic; for example, in [9] a
proactive solution for static networks is pro-
posed. The article focuses on wireless networks
composed of static multiple access points with
mobile clients roaming through the network and
performing handovers. The proposed solution is
based on the fact that the paths of the clients are
predictable (e.g., in indoor environments), so
when a client enters the network, its access
points preemptively can distribute keys to other
access points that are on the possible path the
client may use.

There is an Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) working group devoted to the extension
of the EAP key framework to support handover
(see [10]), but it has published no draft protocols
yet. In any case, the trend of the working group
is toward the use of the EMSK for re-authenti-

n Figure 1. Different phases of authentication and key management. In phase I, with a first handshake the
PMKSA is created between Sta and AS through Au then PMK is moved to Au. In phase II, with a second
handshake PTK is derived from PMK and data communication can start. In IEEE 802.11i the access
point plays the role of authenticator.

Mobile station (Sta) Authenticator (AU) Authentication server (AS)

SSL
Cert EMSK PMK

PTK
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cation purposes, as proposed in this article.
IEEE has created a working group to produce a
new amendment r to IEEE 802.11 that should
implement fast and secure handover. The devel-
opment is still in progress. From documents
publicly available at this stage, we can say the
work focuses on an effort to modify the key tree
defined by IEEE 802.11i to generate new keys to
deliver to the access points to enable them to
manage client handovers. These new keys are
moved between access points belonging to a
same mobility domain, possibly in two modes
(push or pull). Later we examine how these
modes can impact the security of the system.

Other technologies, such as cellular networks,
support faster handover than wireless mesh net-
works, but the infrastructure they are based on is
not comparable. More specifically, in wireless
mesh networks, the link between each node is
wireless and is used also for backhaul traffic, so
that frames carrying authentication must pass
over a busy multihop path. Moreover, there is
no trust requirement on the base station itself,
which means that the possibility of a corrupted
base station is not considered.

HANDOFF SPECIFIC SECURITY ISSUES

As observed, IEEE 802.1X defines roles and pro-
tocols to be used for access control but leaves
unspecified the handover procedure, and IEEE
802.11i and IEEE 802.16e deliver solutions of
limited applicability. In this section, we give an
in-depth analysis of the security problems faced
when designing security protocols for handover
to be applied to mobile ad hoc networks.

Figure 2 represents a handover in a mobile
ad hoc network. Using IEEE 802.11i terminolo-
gy, we focus on the following problems:
• If Au1 is an insider attacker working together

with Sta, it might convince Au2 to let Sta
enter, even if it does not have the correct cre-
dentials, pushing a false PMK key. Alterna-
tively, if Sta is not an attacker, Au1 may push
a false key with the aim of producing a denial
of service attack.

• If Au2 itself is an insider enemy, it could try to
pull PMK keys from Au1, thus gathering
decryption keys to decipher traffic it should
not be capable of accessing.

When using the terms, compromised station or
insider attacker, we refer to two possibilities: a
malicious authorized user of the network or a
terminal that has fallen under the control of an
external attacker. In both cases, the enemy
always can perform certain actions:
• It can decrypt traffic that is passing over its

direct links.
• It can masquerade a hidden network, allowing

an unwanted machine to access the services of
the network.

• It can create denial of services.
It is impossible to completely avoid these

problems, but secure authentication and re-
authentication protocols must be capable of lim-
iting the impact these problems have on the
network. We define the following guidelines for
the design of a secure, fast handover authentica-
tion protocol:
G1 A compromised station must not be capable of

admitting into the network other unauthorized
stations, if not physically connected to the com-
promised one.

G2 A compromised station must not be capable of
decrypting all the traffic of the network, even
considering the possibility of an off-line attack.

G3 A compromised machine should not be capa-
ble of performing denial of service attacks using
the handover procedure.
Let us specify these conditions. An attacker

that successfully takes control of a station always
can physically attach a subnet and masquerade it
to the rest of the network. This is unavoidable;
what we want to avoid with G1 is the capability
of an attacker to generate valid credentials for
other unauthorized stations not directly attached
to it. Consider WiMax: if one node is compro-
mised, the attacker can obtain the OSS key, and
once obtained, the attacker can pass it to other
stations to let them enter because the neighbor
link establishment uses only the OSS key. This is
exactly what we want to prevent. Moreover, it
must be noted that WiMax uses digital certifi-
cates for initial user authentication, but they are
not used in neighbor link establishment, so that
the disclosure of the OSS key can completely
bypass the security level achieved with certifi-
cates.

The second condition deals with the speed of
penetration of an attacker into the network.
Because we do not consider that wireless net-
works are as secure as wired ones, we join a
model in which wireless security is not provided
by a shield that avoids successful attacks, but
more is a multi-fence organization of the net-
work, where each element (network protocol,
firewall, intrusion detection system, etc.) makes
a contribution to minimize the impact of an
attack in a dynamic and reactive way as
described in [11]. It is fundamental that if a net-
work station has been successfully attacked, this
must not imply loss of trust in the whole net-
work, but the disclosure of traffic and loss of
trust in other machines can follow a graceful
degradation scheme. We specify this condition
stating that intrusion in a single terminal should

n Figure 2. A mesh network composed of access points, with a mobile client
performing a handover. If instead of access points there are mobile devices as
in a pure MANET, handovers are more frequent.

Au2

Au1
AS

Sta
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imply disclosure of traffic passing directly
through that machine only, and not of traffic
passing through other terminals even if previous-
ly collected (off-line). The third condition is
straightforward, as mentioned when commenting
on Fig. 2, introducing an excessive trust relation-
ship between authenticators may give Au2 the
opportunity to inject unusable keys, thus produc-
ing a denial of service.

An important issue to be considered is
whether the authentication server must be con-
tacted on every handover, or if the handover
procedures can be dealt with by the authentica-
tors independently. The main advantage of not
including the authentication server is that then
the handover does not require a multihop com-
munication, and re-authentication is accom-
plished with handshakes involving only the
moving station and the authenticator involved.
The main advantage of always contacting the
authentication server is that there is stricter con-
trol over re-authentication. We now discuss in
more detail the two strategies, using IEEE
802.11i terminology for clarity:

STRATEGY ONE: INTER-AUTHENTICATOR
RE-AUTHENTICATION

Enforcing this strategy means excluding the AS
from decisions made during re-authentication.
Referring to Fig. 2, Au2 may decide to accept
Sta, using only communication with neighbor
Au1. With this strategy, a compromised authenti-
cator can deliver fake keys to its neighbor, with
the aim of letting other unauthenticated stations
enter the network (breaking G1) or making a
handover fail, causing a denial of service (break-
ing also G3).

Another issue introduced by this strategy is
the definition of a policy for the transmission of
the keys that can be push or pull.

With push key distribution, whenever a station
reaches an access point, the access point itself
sends the PMKSA material to its neighbors so
that when the station decides to roam to one of
the neighbors, they already possess the PMK and
the handover is quicker. The drawback of this
solution is that an access point must have knowl-
edge of the physical distribution of neighbor
access points, for example, where the station most
likely will move. If there are no fixed paths, the
access point might try to guess which are its clos-
est neighbors; the more neighbors it contacts, the
higher the possibility of guessing the next step for
the roaming station. From the point of view of
security, separating the key distribution phase
from the handover, implies the possible distribu-
tion of keys to machines that do not require them,
decreasing the overall security of the system.

With pull key distribution, whenever Au2 is
reached by Sta, it requests the PMKSA material
from Au1 (if reachable). In this situation, there is
no need for a fixed topology, but there might be
more security risks. It is important that PMK
keys not be moved in this process but only
refreshed. Otherwise, if compromised, Au2 may
ask from Au1 any PMK key it owns and repeat
the same request to any access point of the net-
work, giving the attacker opportunities to decrypt
all the traffic passing over the network.

In general, performing the handover without
contacting the authentication server provides
better performance but is more complicated to
deal with. It is advisable in environments when:
• Handover speed is extremely important, and

the path to the authentication server is long.
• The network cannot depend on a single point

of failure (note that this strategy permits han-
dovers even if the link to the authentication
server is temporarily broken).
In any case, when designing secure handover

protocols, the possibility that an attack can be
led in cooperation with a compromised access
point and a roaming station must be considered.

STRATEGY TWO: RE-AUTHENTICATION INVOLVING
THE AUTHENTICATION SERVER

If the authentication server must be contacted
on every handover, in a Kerberos-like authenti-
cation (see [12] for the Kerberos protocol) and
even if there is a loss of performance, the
authentication server can control the move-
ments of the stations belonging to the network,
and it can allow or disallow the handover (e.g.,
basing its decision on the time passed since the
first authentication). Still, there could be danger
if the protocol that is used to move the PMKSA
is not strong enough. Imagine a simple mecha-
nism where Au2 may request and receive only
the correct PMK from the authentication server
whenever Sta performs the handover. If this
request is not strongly motivated and authenti-
cated, but is based on the sole presence of a
security association between Au2 and AS (i.e.,
the RADIUS channel), then we have the same
problems as outlined in the pull method
described previously.

A FAST RE-AUTHENTICATION SCHEME FOR
IEEE 802.1X NETWORKS

We developed a fast re-authentication protocol
following the guidelines explained in the previ-
ous paragraphs. It is based on the second strate-
gy and has demonstrated good performance in a
working implementation in a prototype testbed.
Because the testbed is composed of WiFi nodes,
we focus on IEEE 802.11i protocols and termi-
nology. In particular, we compared our solution
to EAP-TLS, which is used mainly in enterprise
networks.

When using EAP-TLS, each handover
requires the repetition of the full authentication,
and the exchange is composed of eight multihop
packets and two one-hop packets as described in
Fig. 3. Before the EAP-TLS phase, standard
specific frames are transmitted, but they affect
the overall performance much less than the
EAP-TLS phase, being only one-hop exchanges.

The goal of our proposal is to reduce the
number of packets required for TLS exchange,
by re-using information generated in the first
authentication. Fast re-authentication is based on
the following principle, referring to Fig. 2: when-
ever Sta moves from Au1 to Au2, Au2 must
request and receive the PMKSA material from
the AS, motivating its request with an authentica-
tion token. A token is cryptographic material tes-
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tifying that Au2 is in contact with a station that
was previously authenticated, so it must contain
data from the supplicant that the authentication
server can validate. These can be keying materi-
als derived from a PMK or EMSK; because
EMSK never leaves the authentication server and
the supplicant, we decided to use this key.

The token is generated by the supplicant in
the following way:

token = [RANDOM, Auid,H(Auid,RANDOM,
EMSK), EMSKID] (1)

where:
• RANDOM is a sufficiently large pseudo-ran-

dom value; a 160-bit string should fit. We will
see how accurate generation of this number
can improve security.

• Auid is an identifier of the target Au known to
the supplicant and to the authentication serv-
er. For example, in an 802.11 network, the
extended service set ID (ESSID) or the basic
service set ID (BSSID) value of the authenti-
cator could also be chosen as a RADIUS log-
in for the authenticator to the authentication
server. Because the ESSID and the BSSID are
sponsored in beacon frames, it would be
known to both the authentication server and
to the supplicant. Referring to the example of
Fig. 2, it should contain the ESSID of Au2.

• H() is a secure hash function, such as an SHA-
2 function.

• EMSKID is an identifier of the EMSK, used
only for indexing purposes.
The authentication server verifies the hash

using the EMSK key corresponding to EMSKID.
If verification succeeds, the authentication serv-
er forwards the PMK’ key to the authenticator.
PMK’ is a fresh key that will be used as a PMK
key for the following four-way handshake. It is
derived as follows:

PMK′ = H(RANDOM, EMSK) (2)

Figure 4 shows the simple message exchange
that realizes the token-based re-authentication.
The packets are defined as follows:
• Token: a packet containing the token.
• AuthenticatedToken: a packet containing the

token but also a form of authentication that
identifies authenticator to authentication
server. If RADIUS protocol is used, packets
are already authenticated into a RADIUS
access request. 

• Keymessage: a packet containing the PMK′
key. It also can be included into a RADIUS
packet.
Security analysis: To forge a token, an attack-

er should be in possession of a valid EMSK key.
If the attacker is an outsider attacker, it does
not own one, so it can’t forge a new valid token.
It still could attempt other attacks, such as the
following:
• It could replay a previous token, as tokens are

transmitted on a wireless channel in clear,
but it could not follow PTKSA generation.
This is done through the four-way handshake
that is based on knowledge of the PMK′, so
this handshake (or any equivalent one) will
not meet with success.

• It could try to brute force the AS, sending
multiple requests, but the EMSK key is suffi-
ciently long (a minimum of 64 octets in
length) to make this attack unfeasible.

• It could forge tokens to produce a denial of
service against the AS. This attack is feasible,
but it also is present in EAP-TLS authentica-
tion in a stronger form, because it involves
public key verification. In our protocol, only
hash functions are used. 
If the attacker is an insider, we have the fol-

lowing:
• Authenticators do not generate or move PMK

keys, so they cannot generate valid creden-
tials to enable other unauthenticated stations
to enter the network (G1) or to produce
denial of services (G3).

• Authenticators can obtain a key only when
they can prove that they are in contact with a

n Figure 3. Packet exchange sequence for EAP-TLS authentication. The last
RADIUS packet contains the PMK key being moved from AS to Au.
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station that already has been authenticated.
Moreover, the received keys are freshly gener-
ated, so they cannot be used to decipher past
traffic (G1, G2).
However, an insider attacker could forge a

valid token and give it to an unauthenticated
attacker that could use it to log in to a different
access point, breaking G1. To address this issue,
the token should be generated in cooperation
between the supplicant and the authenticator, so
that when the authenticator receives it, it is
assured that it has not been replied or previously
generated by an insider attacker. This issue could
be addressed introducing an exchange of nonces
(fresh random values) before the transmission of
the token, but this would increase the handover
time. Alternatively, we can use two different poli-
cies depending on the MAC layer used:
• As stated previously, before the authentica-

tion, synchronization packets are used. These
carry unique identification numbers (such as
sequence control in WiFi, frame number in
WiMax, or the challenge text field in the stan-
dard authentication of WiFi). If the MAC
provides enough material to securely feed the
pseudo random number generator, that mate-
rial could be used for the generation of the
RANDOM field of the token.

• If the first policy is not possible, two simple
modifications could be applied to the token
generation. The token can include a counter
V that is increased at each re-authentication
and is kept synchronized between authentica-
tion server and supplicant, so that each re-
authentication has a unique number and
invalidates previously generated tokens. More-
over, any of the values used in the synchro-
nization phase (information that is not long
enough to be a good seed for random number
generators can be long enough to dissuade
preemptive generation of tokens) can be
replied in the token to guarantee its freshness
to the authenticator. We call this value S. The
token could be generated as:

token = [RANDOM, Auid, V, S,H(Auid,RAN-
DOM, EMSK, V, S), EMSKID]
thus, the Au will not forward a token that is not
fresh, and the authentication server will check its
authenticity.

IMPLEMENTATION

This re-authentication method was first imple-
mented in an infrastructure environment, and
results are reported in [13]. In this article, we
illustrate the implementation of the fast re-
authentication algorithm in a mesh access point
(AP) environment, that is, a network composed
of access points connected to each other in a
mesh topology; each one serving a separate wire-
less LAN. In an infrastructure network, the
results of the tests verified that there is a great
advantage in reducing the number of packets
exchanged compared to EAP-TLS (we measured
a reduction of 89 percent of the time required
for the EAP phase of the handover). With the
extremely low delays introduced by the wired
medium, this was due to two main factors: reduc-
tion of the total number of packets and use of a

lightweight hash function. In a mesh network, we
expect to have a longer total handover time, so
that although the relative gain will be less (time
due to computation will be lower compared to
total handover time), we obtain a more realistic
evaluation of absolute time. The protocol was
tested on a real testbed composed of standard
x86 processor terminals and a primsII wireless
network interface card (NIC). All the nodes
used a GNU/Linux operating system and hostAp
driver and relative applications. For a RADIUS
server, free RADIUS was chosen.

In our experiments, we forced a client of the
network to perform a re-authentication with
another access point. The packets of the authen-
tication were required to cross the whole back-
bone network across a multihop path ( a total of
three wireless hops and a wired hop) to reach
the authentication server. We planned to have a
comparison over 25 total re-authentications but
due to the instability of the prototypal code for
fast re-authentication, we were required to per-
form 50 attempts, 27 of which were successful.
Note that the instability resided in the interac-
tion with existent software, so fast re-authentica-
tion was not triggered for every handover, but it
did not affect the performance of the algorithm
itself.

In Table 1, we report the average inter-arrival
time (IAT) and the total time measured from
the client perspective over 50 re-authentications
with EAP-TLS (odd lines refer to packets leav-
ing the Sta, and even lines refer to packets reach-
ing the Sta). The packets match the description
of the protocol given in Fig. 3. From the client
point of view, IAT between packets: (1:2), (2:3),
(4:5), (6:7), (8:9) refers to packets traversing a
one-hop link (between Au1 and Sta) and the
time required for calculating the response. The
others (grayed out in the table) refer to packets
crossing the whole network back and forth, and
the time required by the AS to evaluate the
information and forge a response.

The same values are reported for fast re-
authentication in Table 2, measured over 27 re-
authentications. The token was inserted into the
EAP-Identity message making it 97 B larger.

When we compare the performance of the
two methods, we see total time drops of 82.2

n Figure 4. Packet exchange sequence for fast re-authentication.

Token

Sta AA AS

RADIUS access req.

RADIUS access ch.

PTKSA generation
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percent when using fast re-authentication. It is
interesting to note that if we limit the compari-
son to the runs of the experiment that pro-
duced no layer II retransmissions (25 over 27
for fast re-authentication and 29 over 50 for
EAP-TLS), we see a lower gain (average time is
0.62 for fast re-authentication versus 2.34 sec-
onds for EAP-TLS, a difference of about 73.5
percent). This is close to what we expected.
Because we reduced the total number of pack-
ets required by 75 percent, the value of 82.2
percent tells us that more packets imply higher
probability of retransmissions and longer delays.
Also, multiple retransmissions during the same
re-authentication lead to delays of longer than
17 seconds (the maximum recorded for EAP-
TLS is 17.4792 seconds and 3.6150 seconds for
fast re-authentication). Without retransmis-
sions, the range for average total time is
(2.3660–2.6068) seconds for EAP-TLS and
(0.6093–0.6956) seconds for fast re-authentica-
tion. The following additional factors can affect
the results:
• If applied to a real MANET, mobility of mesh

nodes could require higher set-up time for the
routing protocol.

• Link level encryption of packets in the mesh
backbone was disabled, but it could increase
round trip time.

• No other traffic was present in the network, so
there were few collisions (request to send/clear
to send (RTS/CTS) were active).
This last point is quite important. In our

opinion, a handshake made of only two packets
is the shortest possible handshake to have in an
authentication procedure. Because the network
load was low and all the cryptography used in
the fast re-authentication computationally
lightweight, the performed measure represents a
lower limit for any centralized authentication
algorithm applied to a testbed with this topology
and properties.

Referring to Table 1, it can be noted that the
average IAT is higher for packets crossing a
multihop path (grayed out lines), with the excep-
tion of line 7, due to the certificate verification
used by TLS, which is computationally heavy
and time consuming. In fast re-authentication,
the absence of public/private key cryptography
avoids this delay.

CONCLUSION

In this article we analyzed the security require-
ments of the handover procedure as a re-authen-
tication algorithm in a hostile environment. We
defined three guidelines that can help the design-
er of a re-authentication protocol in realizing a
secure procedure — including against insider
attackers — that always must be considered
when the focus of the protocol is distributed net-
works in which terminals do not have secure
trust relationships.

We also presented an implementation of a
re-authentication algorithm based on the use of
tokens, and we measured its performance in
comparison with EAP-TLS protocol. The proto-
col is an application of the guidelines proposed
and greatly reduced the number of required
packets, not only decreasing the overall time
required to complete the handshake but also the
probability of retransmissions, thus improving
general performance.
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